16th September 2019

CONNAUGHT SOFA
DURESTA
AVAILABLE FOR ONLINE PURCHASE - PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOM FOR AVAILABILITY
$14,525 $8,715
A true classic! Our Connaught range is a Chesterfield design with deep buttoning and an unrivalled quality of build. Timeless design can be styled in any
number of ways to suit the interior of today, looking fine in leather or fabric. This range is also available in the following collections: English Classics: The
English Classics collection has all the elements needed to create a beautiful traditional look. From knole-style sofas with tassel ties to pleated arm details
and ornate damasks, each statement style has been carefully re-invented for the modern home. International Luxury: The International Luxury collection is
defined by glamorous fabrics with striking, provocative patterns and indulgent detailing. Think haute couture for your home. Boutique Abode: Create a
cosmopolitan home with the Boutique Abode collection. Taking its inspiration from the luxurious ambiance and effortless comfort of the world’s finest
boutique hotels, this collection showcases elegantly detailed designs for a chic, formal look. Club and Boutique: Frequently ordered in leather as part of the
Club & Boutique collection it recreates the cosy, characterful atmosphere of a ski lodge or member’s club. The emphasis of this collection is on casual
luxury with sofas and chairs to sink into. The leather is chosen from the finest selections of dyed natural hides and hand cut or the fabric choices are
endless.

Heritage
Duresta has made luxurious upholstery in Nottingham shire since 1938. We provide handmade furniture created by highly skilled craftspeople, using the
best materials and offering the highest levels of customer service. Our designs are constantly evolving and are considered to be the embodiment of classic
English style, with a unique and individual touch. We have mastered and refined traditional furniture-making methods to ensure every piece of upholstery
we produce is perfect in every detail; we are proud of our history and dedicated to preserving the Duresta legacy.
Craftmanship
Our furniture is created from hardwood frames that are hand-assembled by our highly experienced craftspeople and guaranteed for 25 years. The
hardwood frames are dowelled, glued and screwed providing a stable and robust foundation upon which we create our designs. We only choose and
commission fabric designs from the most prestigious and innovative mills and all are exclusive to Duresta. Our pattern-matching skills are unrivalled, and
our team takes an enormous pride in being able to sew precision seams when matching complex and large-scale patterns across separate upholstery
components.
Duresta offers a wide range of upholstery sourced throughout the world, to ensure the widest choice of styles, colours and quality. Made in Nottingham UK.
* Although every effort is made to give correct sizes the handmade nature of the product means that there is always a tolerance of +/-3cm
Dimensions
Grand H 85 x W 266 x D 124 cm<br /> Medium H 85 x W 229 x D 124 cm<br /> Minor H 85 x W 229 x D 106 cm<br /> Reading Chair H 85 x W 156 x D
124 cm<br /> Armchair H 85 x W 137 x D 106 cm<br /> Footstool H 48 x W 119 x D 84 cm<br />
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SIGN UP TO BE A DOMO MEMBER & BE REWARDED
Contact us today to find out more.
Visit our store locations page on the website to find your nearest
DOMO store.

Online discounts for members, special offers and exclusive sales
plus the DOMO newsletter are just some of the member benefits.
SIMPLY HEAD OVER TO OUR WEBSITE NOW TO SIGN UP

